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Katherine Kelly's mentor says she has the makings of a good reporter, but to be great she must

learn to find the emotional core of a story and not hold back in its telling. Then he suggests one last

graduate-school assignment: Find someone who has influenced her family, and tell that story.

Katherine decides to pursue the only family story that has eluded her all her life: the identity of the

father she never knew. Her mother, knowing her persistent daughter won't stop until she gets the

truth, breaks her years of silence and makes the call she always swore she would never make. The

reality of her father stands in stark contrast to the father of her dreams, and Katherine realizes she

must decide for herself who her father really is: the guardian of a group of wounded souls he calls

the Collectibles, the attentive father of a newly discovered daughter, the person of interest in a

bank-fraud investigation, or a little of all three. Blood is deeper than principle, or so she is told. And

a great journalist follows a story wherever it leads. It's Katherine's call, and only she can make it.
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Reviewed by Terri - 5/5 Stars - Top PickThis long awaited sequel is worth the wait. Once again, you

quickly become part of the story and the twist and turns become as personal to you as they are to

the characters. Once again, Preston is one of the main characters and while he's not the most

lovable, you can't help but to want him to grow emotionally and to get shook up enough to see past

his own selfish desires. Lies, fraud, new found love, unexpected consequences and so much more

are part of this book which pulls family ties almost to the breaking point and yet in other places close



friends and family is what holds you together. It's a roller coaster ride that you won't want to get off

of! Better yet, there is another book coming which I hope doesn't take as long as this one.If you

haven't read the first book, The Collectables, you can enjoy this story with no problem. However, the

first was totally awesome and well worth reading. All of the main characters in the first book are

present in some way in this second giving those that have read the first book a chance to catch up

with them and see how they are doing.Katherine always thought her father died before she was

born but after some research she learns that he couldn't have been her father. After confronting her

mother, she learns that her father is a wealthy car dealer, Preston, and that until recently he had no

idea that he had a daughter. Preston has been working hard to keep his marriage together but they

seem to be drawing apart once again. It doesn't help that his son has been born hearing impaired

and the couple thinks differently on how to deal with the problem. Will adding Katherine to this

strained marriage take it to the point of no return?

Katherine Kelly's had a good life, a mother who loves and supports her and a grandfather who she

adores the only thing she's ever felt she's missed out on was having a father. Just when all the

pieces are falling together nicely in her life, having just completed her masters in journalism and

hoping to soon find a job as an investigative reporter, her worlds gets up-ended by her mother's

confession about who her father really is.Preston Wilson's life is the envy of most, he's a very

successful businessman thanks to the past involvement of Joe Hart. He and his wife Marcia have

been blessed with a son. But there's also unrest in both his personal and professional life and he's

at odds as to how to fix the problems before the unraveling continues and to top everything else off

he's just learned he has a 23yr old daughter.In the following months Preston and Katherine start

building their relationship. Katherine learns about Joe's intervention and his subsequent demand

about Preston's new role with the "Collectibles". Preston learns about all the years that he missed

with her. They also learn they have some unexpected common connections in their lives that neither

would have known if fate hadn't intervened. Katherine has also begun a new job as a reporter and

as a result of an ongoing investigation discovers something that may once again change her life and

the lives of those she's come to care about.James Kaufman once again delivers a mighty punch in

literature with a soft spoken voice as he continues his trilogy several years in the future from where

he left off with The Collectibles.
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